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 For the final draft I made sure to include a clearer segment for any counter arguments, as 

well as reworded a few things.  
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 In Ernest Hemmingway’s Novel, A Farewell to Arms, there is one scene that could very 

well reveal an important recurring theme. The scene in question can be found in chapter 18 on 

page 116, where Catherine mentions to Frederick Henry that she has no religion, after discussing 

marriage. Henry then questions her about the Saint Anthony she gave him earlier, to which she 

responds it was only for luck and that she received it from someone else. At the time of her 

originally giving it to him, we had no reason to assume that was the case due to no other context 

given and the fact that she was apparently just carrying it on her person. This type of behavior is 

somewhat of a trend throughout the story and is worth noting. 

 What I am referring to is the act of characters doing things that they do not actually 

believe in, a sort of “hollow ritual”. In this particular scene we see Catherine hanging on to the 

Saint Anthony for an unknown amount of time prior to giving it to Henry, without actually 

believing in any of what it represents. This behavior could be how the people involved cope with 

the hardships of war around them. By going through the motions, people can avoid thinking 

about their troubles. Another example of this would be how the group that Henry is with at the 

start of the novel has a priest, which fits in with that theme for a variety of reasons. The first is 

that we never see him actually perform any of his religious duties. The other, and arguably more 

important reason, is that everyone openly makes fun of the priest whenever he is around. It is 

clear that these people do not take him or his job seriously and his presence within this group 



appears only for show. Nobody actually seems interested in religious rituals and keeping a priest 

around might just be their way of going through the motions. 

 A more specific example of a character seeming to legitimately believe in what he is 

doing, only to have that mentality fade could be Frederick Henry himself. At a few points in the 

novel he tends to go back and forth on this matter. For starters, there is the frequently mentioned 

scene where Henry tells a soldier with a hernia to give himself an injury so that he could be taken 

back behind the front line. Theoretically Henry SHOULD believe in fighting this war, since he is 

in it himself, but instead helps someone get out. This could show that he’s not particularly 

invested in the very thing he’s fighting for, or that he sympathizes with the soldier wanting 

nothing to do with the front. Another example would be before and after his injury where his 

attitude seems to completely reverse itself. Pre-injury, the people he is with are considering 

deserting. Henry refuses and tells them that things need to “finish”. After his injury he seems far 

less interested in the war. During his talk with the priest while recovering, he specifically says he 

no longer believes in victory, only in sleep instead. When he fully recovers, he essentially deserts 

the war entirely as well. We can see a change in his character in regards to this subject 

specifically around his injury. 

 It is also worth noting that the one character that strays from this behavior still doesn’t 

avoid it completely. In this case I am speaking of Rinaldi. Rinaldi essentially represents the 

manliness element of the early parts of the novel, being largely concerned with women and 

drinking. For the most part he sticks to this personality whenever we see him, but even he goes 

through one type of hollow ritual. After Henry recovers and they are all in the now empty and 

quiet mess, Rinaldi tries poking fun at the priest for Henry’s sake presumably, but even he 



admits it isn’t quite the same anymore. It is important to observe that the character that follows 

this recurring theme the least still does to a minor degree. 

 It is quite possible that there is not as much to this as it might seem, as well. For example, 

one might say that the incident with the Saint Anthony could actually just be the reader’s fault 

for assuming more. Catherine may not have made it clear at the time that she wasn’t religious, 

but she didn’t say that she was either (perhaps to her it wasn’t even that important to be worth 

mentioning). Both Henry and the reader might be filling in unnecessary blanks. The scene with 

the soldier and the hernia could also be chalked up to an act of sympathy, as well.  

 It is relatively clear that there is indeed an ongoing theme in regards to characters going 

through with things they do not believe in themselves. While it could very well be a result of the 

war taking its toll on those trapped in it, it is hard to say for sure. It is, however, an interesting 

pattern. 

 


